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Editorial Note 
by M. E. Dieter, Editor 
In this issue of The Asbury Seminarian we are happy to print Dr. 
Bruce Narramore's Inaugural Lectures in the newly established 
William and Vae Cessna Lectureship in Pastoral Counseling. Dr. 
Frank Bateman Stanger introduced the new series in Estes Chapel on 
March 17, 1981. His remarks on that occasion follow: 
The beginning of the William and Vae Cessna Lectureship 
in Pastoral Counseling is highly significant to Asbury 
Theological Seminary. It is a beautiful tribute to the loving 
and dedicated parents of Dr. William Cessna. The elder 
Cessnas were active members in the Wesleyan Methodist 
Church. They felt strongly that the Christian pastor should 
understand and utilize sound psychological principles in the 
fulfillment of ministry. It is therefore a fitting tribute that 
Dr. and Mrs. William Cessna should establish this 
lectureship in his parents' memory and honor. 
This lectureship is also an eloquent expression of support 
on the part of a distinguished alumnus of the Seminary and 
his wife, who have both had a significant professional 
relationship to the Seminary. Dr. Cessna was professor of 
pastoral counseling and director of Counseling Services at 
Asbury Theological Seminary from 1967-1979. He now 
engages in private practice in Lexington, and continues to 
serve as consultant in psychology to the Seminary. Mrs. 
Cessna served the Seminary for several years as administra-
tive assistant to the vice-president for Development and 
Public Affairs. 
Moreover, this new lectureship is a supportive illustration 
of the Pauline statement about our Christian heritage - "all 
things are yours" - for it illustrates the service of 
psychology in the training and work of the pastoral 
ministry. 
The William and Vae Cessna Lectureship in Pastoral 
Counseling will have great significance through the years as 
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it provides unparalleled opportunities for seminarians to 
benefit from the personal and professional insights of 
outstanding guest lecturers. 
It is a high privilege and great honor to officially establish 
the William and Vae Cessna Lectureship in Pastoral 
Counseling at Asbury Theological Seminary. 
The faculty and students of the seminary join with Dr. Stanger in 
his words of appreciation to William and Opal Cessna. 
The text which follows largely reproduces the taped record of the 
three presentations of Dr. Narramore. 
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Biblical Self-Esteem 
in an Age of Narcissism 
by Dr. Bruce Narramore 
It is a special privilege to inaugurate this lectureship in pastoral 
counseling and psychology. This is an area that is very dear to my 
heart, because what more is the pastorate than understanding and 
dealing with people? All our theological study is ultimately designed 
to impact the individual life. 
There is a Scripture that is a favorite to many of us: "All Scripture 
is given by inspiration of God." I was given a Bible for a lecture I gave 
yesterday. As I was thumbing through it, I noticed someone had 
underlined the first half of the verse: "All Scripture is given by 
inspiration of God"; but as is so true I think, in the evangelical 
culture, there was no comment on the last half of the verse which says 
"that it is profitable for doctrine, reproof, correction and instruction 
of righteousness." In other words, why do we learn the Scripture? 
Not because we are learning doctrine to be orthodox, but because we 
are learning doctrine to apply the Word of God to the people of God. 
There is nothing more appropriate than a lecture series that will 
focus specifically on ministering to the individual needs of the 
parishioners to whom you are called to minister. 
I would like to address then the topic, "Biblical Self-Esteem in an 
Age of Narcissism". The focus is upon two concerns of mine that I 
trust are of common interest: the first is the past failure of the 
evangelical church in helping people to develop a healthy, positive 
attitude toward themselves. As a matter of fact, in some cases we 
were quite guilty of encouraging people to undermine a healthy sense 
of self-esteem. We often focused so much on our Christian ministry 
to others or on our future with God, that we failed to help people 
Dr. Bruce Narramore, professor of psychology and founding 
dean of the Rosemead Graduate School of Psychology in 
Pasadena, California, is a graduate of Westmont College, 
Pepperdine University, and the University of Kentucky and has 
studied at Talbot and Fuller Theological Seminaries. 
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struggle with some very basic problems involving their attitudes 
toward themselves. 
However, in the last ten years or so we've begun to address these 
issues in many segments of the church. Now there is a new concern; in 
our rush to help people feel good about themselves, we are in danger 
of taking an essentially secular, humanistic viewpoint on personality 
functioning, baptizing it with a verse or two of Scripture, and passing 
it off as Christian. Consequently, I fear that what we may think of as 
the biblical esteem may be just a reflection of some of the selfish 
narcissistic concerns of our society. 
So I would like to address this basic issue of the attitude that 
Christians should hold toward themselves and how this attitude 
differs on one hand from a neurotic feeling of inferiority that is 
sometimes equated with humility, and on the other hand from a sense 
of pride, selfishness or narcissism. 
Let's begin with a couple of definitions. Let me suggest that self-
esteem simply means the basic sense of value, significance, or worth 
with which one regards himself or herself. I am going to use the word 
self-concept, self-esteem, and self-image relatively interchangeably 
throughout the discussion. 
What about narcissism? I like to define narcissism as a condition. 
In my notes, I first wrote a "pathological condition", but I won't go 
quite that far. Nevertheless, I really think it is a bit pathological. 
Narcissism is a condition in which one attempts to regulate his or her 
level of self-esteem through inordinate attention to ones self and the 
gratification of his or her needs and wishes. The narcissistic 
personality is getting a lot of press these days in the secular literature. 
A representative book which some of you would find quite 
challenging is called The Cult of Narcissism by Christopher Lash. It 
is an excellent and incisive commentary on today's society. 
The narcissistic personality is characterized by an orientation to 
receive rather than give. The focus is on what I want or what I need 
rather than on what someone else wants or needs. There is a focus on 
immediate gratification. "I want what I want when I want it." There 
tends to be a lack of true intimacy, and a tendency to use 
relationships, especially relationships with the opposite sex, to 
temporarily enhance one's own feeling of self-worth, esteem, or 
value. In other words, there is a tendency to use others so we may feel 
better about ourselves. 
There is also a tendency to limit interests to the present. The 
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narcissistic personality has very little concern for the past or the 
future and tends to live in the present. There tends to develop, above 
all, a poverty of inner life, a sense of emptiness, a void that the 
narcissistic person tries to fill by a round of activities, by calling 
attention to himself or herself, or by using others to gratify his or her 
needs and wishes. Narcissistic persons are those who superficially 
seem to like themselves; on the outside they are getting a lot of 
attention and may seem to be happy, but when you look beneath the 
facade, they are lonely, empty, selfish persons who find it necessary 
to go through life doing things to call attention to themselves. 
Narcissistic persons get others to gratify their needs because of their 
own personal emptiness. This is a shallow substitute for a biblical 
sense of self-esteem and self-worth. 
With those introductory remarks, let me talk then about two 
inadequate views of self-esteem and then turn to a Biblical 
foundation for a healthy sense of self-esteem. 
There are two inadequate approaches to self-esteem. The first is 
the secular humanistic perspective on self-esteem. I don't say that the 
secular humanists have not taught us a great deal or provided us with 
valuable information. Most of our psychologists today are either in 
the behavioral or in the humanistic, existential camp - men like Carl 
Rogers, Abraham Maslow, Sidney Jarrard - people who have been 
very influential in the psychological literature. These men have a 
great deal to say about having a healthy self-image: "Learn to love 
yourself. Learn to accept yourself. Learn to like yourself." 
Perhaps the secular humanistic ideal is best portrayed in the little 
story of Jonathan Livingston Seagull. For those of you who have not 
read the story, Jonathan is a seagull who gets tired of the hum-drum 
affairs of life - flying back and forth, eating and sleeping, doing the 
things the average seagull does. So he sets about on a self improve-
ment program and begins to practice flying maneuvers that the typi-
cal seagull doesn l do. He gets up too high, takes a dive a little too steep 
for a seagull, and crashes into the water. Now he's a daring bird; he 
gets up and practices that maneuver again until he has mastered it. 
Another day he crashes into the cliff and nearly kills himself, but he 
pulls himself up by his bootstraps, or whatever else seagulls pull 
themselves up by, and practices the course again. Finally, he has 
mastered it, and he gets so good that he finally reaches seagull 
heaven. Later, he is talking to one of his disciples, Fletcher Seagull. 
"Fletcher," he says, "you too can become a perfect, unlimited gull. 
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You need no God because we are all gods." 
In a very beautiful, literary way the author captures the essence of 
the humanistic ideal that persons have within themselves everything 
they need to grow and mature. They are like flowers and all they need 
to do is plant the seed, fertilize and water it, and it will naturally grow 
and blossom. This is the view that many non-Christians have of 
human personality - that we are, at best, positively good, as Maslow 
would say, or at worst, neutral. 
There are a couple of problems with this. The first is obvious: if we 
are so good, why all the problems? If you look at human history and 
we are really this great, you would think that we would have gotten 
our act together by now. There is a basic pragmatic problem with this 
view of life. There is also a Scriptural problem. Jeremiah 17:9 says, 
"The heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked; who 
can know it?" The Scripture says that we are sinful. In addition, I 
would suggest a third pro bl em with this secular humanistic 
perspective that says "love yourself". This is a little more basic, 
because it gets down to the underlying assumption underneath the 
humanistic ideal. It is the assumption that human beings are just one 
more link in the evolutionary chain, an accidental product of a 
collection of atoms with no real meaning or purpose in life. It is upon 
this foundation we are supposed to say - love yourself, see yourself 
as a creature of value and significance. The foundation is an 
extremely shakey one upon which to try to build a sense of human 
dignity. 
Bertrand Russell, the great humanist thinker, was more accurate, 
more intellectually honest than many people writing today in the 
area of psychology and mental health, when he carried the results of 
this humanistic philosophy to their logical conclusion. He suggested 
that rather than resulting in some positive self-esteem or rosey glow, 
man is the product of causes which had no pre-vision of the end they 
were achieving; that his origin, his growth, his hopes and fears, his 
loves and beliefs are but the outcome of an accidental collection of 
atoms; that no fire, no heroism, no intensity of thought and feeling 
can preserve an individual life beyond the grave; that all the labor of 
all the ages, all the devotion, all the noon-day brightness of human 
genius are destined to extinction in the vast depth of the solar system; 
that the whole temple of man's achievement must inevitably be 
buried beneath the debris of the universe in ruin. All these things, he 
suggested, if not quite beyond dispute, are yet nearly so certain that 
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no philosophy that rejects them can hope to stand. Only within the 
scaffolding of these truths, only on the firm foundation of unyielding 
despair, can the soul's habitation henceforth be safely built. This then 
is the foundation upon which the secular humanistic theorist is 
attempting to build a healthy sense of self-esteem. 
If the secular perspective on a positive sense of self esteem is sadly 
lacking, unfortunately many Christians' approaches are just as 
seriously lacking. In my own experience I tend to find that for every 
secular heresy there is an equivalent Christian heresy, usually just 
about 180° around the circle. The Christian alternative to secular 
humanism is what I call "Christian wormism." Haven't we all been 
touched in one way or another by Christian teachings - in literature, 
poetry, and hymnology - that somehow say "You're no good, 
you 're no good''? 
It has been said by those who have been in tropical lands that 
there is a difference between a snake and a worm when you attempt 
to step on them. A snake rears itself up and hisses and tries to 
strike back - a true picture of self. But a worm allows you to do 
what you like with it - kick it, squash it under your heel - a 
picture of true brokenness. Is this what Christ was willing to become 
for us - a worm? This is what Christ calls us to be - worms for Him 
and with Him. Now this is the exalted Christian calling, you see, to 
become worms for Jesus. Needless to say, this leaves something to be 
desired. 
But don't we all encounter a tad of this? Somehow if you are 
to be humble, you should not like yourself. I think there is great 
confusion in the Christian church over what humility really is; 
many of us think we have to degrade and tear down ourselves and 
lose self-respect if we are to be truly humble. These are the two 
extremes. 
Let us turn then to what I would see as the Biblical alternative to 
these. 
First of all, I would suggest that the Scriptures see us as highly 
significant persons. 
Secondly, the Scriptures portray us as deeply fallen persons -
deeply fallen and sinful. 
Thirdly, the Scriptures portray us as persons who are greatly loved 
and restored. 
Highly significant, deeply fallen, greatly loved and restored. 
There are those today who are saying that we should love 
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ourselves. They look to Christ's statement in response to the 
question, "What is the greatest commandment?" He replied, "Love 
the Lord your God with all your heart, soul, mind, and strength, and 
your neighbor as yourself." 
These persons take the last portion, "Love your neighbor as 
yourself," and say, "Now what Christ was really saying here is that 
you need to really love yourself and have a good self image, and when 
you do, you will just naturally radiate love for others." 
There is a truth to the principle that if you have a good attitude 
toward yourself, you will have a good attitude toward others. But 
frankly, I'm a little skeptical of the exegesis. I am of the impression 
that if Christ had really wanted to say that, He could have said it. He 
communicated clearly enough that He could have easily said that the 
most important think after loving God is to have a right attitude 
toward yourself; love yourself and out of that will flow an abundant 
radiant love for others. But He didn't. He seemed to assume in this 
passage that you would love yourself. It is not always true that we do, 
but the assumption here was that we would. His focus was not on 
how to love ourselves but how to love others. I am somewhat 
concerned by all the books that say "Christian, love yourself' and 
make this verse the foundation for self-esteem. What I would like to 
do is back off from that and suggest six reasons why we should see 
ourselves as highly significant. I am going to speak about Biblical 
foundations for a positive sense of self esteem. 
The first foundation is the fact that we are created in God's image 
(Genesis I :26-27). It is significant that the very first thing God chose 
to tell us about our nature is that we are created in His image. Have 
you ever thought about all the things that God could have told us 
about human nature? He could have said some will be tall, some 
short, some smart, some not so smart; some will be nice, some not so 
nice. But He didn't. The first thing He said was that we are created in 
the image of God. I think that must always be the ultimate 
foundation for our sense of self esteem. 
Secondly, we are given dominion over the earth (Gen. 1:26-28). We 
are instructed to be fruitful, multiply, fill the earth, subdue it and rule 
over it and over every living thing. God didn't put Adam and Eve 
there in the garden and say, "Adam, now you stay out of the way. 
You know how you are -you're a little clumsy- so let me run the 
show." He put them there and said, "Be fruitful, multiply, replenish 
the earth, subdue it." We were put here, in other words, as God's 
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appointed rulers over planet earth. 
The European theologian, Eric Sauer, in a very helpful book, The 
King of the Earth, makes this comment on Genesis I :28: 
"These words plainly declare the vocation of the human race 
to rule. Far from being something in conflict with God, 
cultural achievements are an essential attribute of the 
nobility of man as he possessed it in paradise. Inventions 
and discoveries, the sciences and the arts, refinement and 
ennobling, in short, the advancement of the human mind, 
are throughout the will of God. They are the taking 
possession of the earth by the royal human race, the 
performance of a commission imposed by the Creator by 
God's ennobled servants, a God-appointed ruler service for 
the blessing of this earthly realm." 
Thirdly, we are the apex of God's earthly creation. Psalm 8:4-5 
reads, "what is man that thou art mindful of him ... thou hast created 
him a little lower than the angels and crowned him with glory and 
honor." 
Have you ever had the experience that I've had of hearing a pastor 
expound on that verse - going on for the next thirty minutes to tell 
you what an insignificant, worthless being man is? The pastor didn't 
get that sermon from the last half of the verse which says, "Thou hast 
created him a little lower than the angels and crowned him with glory 
and honor." This, I believe, refers prophetically to Jesus Christ, but 
also to the entire human race. There is a beautiful truth in the 
passage: God has located us lower than the angels, yet higher than the 
animals. Lower than the angels speaks to our dignity, value, our 
significance; we are the apex of God's earthly created order. On the 
other hand, the fact that we are higher than the rest of the animal 
kingdom speaks also to our sense of self esteem. There is in that the 
potential to avoid feelings of superiority - the temptation to be like 
God. That was the essence of Adam's and Eve's sin. 
There is also the potential for avoiding inferiority - "I am no good." 
I am like a wretched animal. God in His providence has located us at 
this precise place in His creation, lower than the angels, yet higher 
than the animals. We are the apex of God's creation. In the days of 
creation, God formed a beautiful, fantastic creation that could 
mirror much of His power, His omnipotence, His ordered intellect; 
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but He was still not satisfied, because creation could not in itself 
reflect all of His character. It could reflect some of His grandeur, but 
it couldn't reflect the aspects of His righteousness, His love, His 
holiness. There was something more that God needed to create: the 
human soul that could share His love, that could share in His life, 
that could reflect His character. We are the apex of God's created 
order. Think of the great contrast between that and the concept of 
being worms for Jesus. 
Fourthly, we were purchased at a high price. The purchase price 
speaks to the value of the object. God didn't look down at man's 
sin, look over at Satan, flip him a quarter and say "I want to buy 
back the human race". I Peter 1:18-19 says "you were not redeemed 
with corruptible things like silver and gold, but with the precious 
blood of Christ." Christ paid the ultimate price to purchase us out 
of sin. 
Fifthly, we have angels watching over us. The Scriptures do not tell 
us a great deal about what angels do. We know that even little 
children have angels watching over them. Psalm 91 says that God will 
give His angel's charge over us to keep us in all our ways. We are 
important enough to God that He has angels looking out for us. 
Sixthly, we have eternity prepared for us. In John 14, Christ says 
to His disciples, "I must go away. I go to prepare a place for you and 
when I go and prepare a place for you, I will come again and receive 
you unto myself, that where I am you may be also." Christ is 
preparing a place for us to spend eternity with Him. Doesn't that 
speak to your significance and value - the knowledge that an 
almighty God is preparing a place for you to spend eternity with 
Him? 
Having looked briefly at some of the biblical foundations for a 
positive sense of self esteem, let me suggest that you don't need to 
turn to one or two verses like "love your neighbor as yourself" to find 
a text as a proof text and then leap off into the sea of man's ideas. 
There is a consistent thread of biblical revelation speaking to the 
significance of human beings. Is not this the foundation of all 
Christian ethics? Why do we look very carefully at the issue of 
abortion? murder? theft? adultery? Are not all of these based on the 
value of the human soul? The entire Christian ethic grows 
fundamentally out of the fact that every human person is a bearer of 
the image of God. 
But Scriptures say that we are deeply fallen. Romans 3 says that all 
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have sinned and fallen short of the glory of God. 
I say to Paul, "Paul, you know that gets a little heavy. I'm a 
psychologist. I want everyone to feel good about themselves. Isn't 
there something else you can say?" 
"There is none righteous, no not one," he says. 
"Well, maybe Paul has a bad attitude, a bad self concept," I say, 
"Let's ask somebody else. Jeremiah, what do you think?" 
"The heart is deceitful above all things and desperately wicked, 
who can know it?" 
"James, what do you have to say? After all, people do a lot of good 
things." 
"Well, if you're guilty of one point, you're guilty of all," say James. 
You see, the Scripture says there's another side of the coin, that 
although we are highly significant, we are also deeply fallen. Now, I 
must say that some of our friends have not done us a terribly big 
favor in the understanding of depravity. Sometimes in so focusing on 
the concept of total depravity, the image is man and woman as 
worthless. What do you think about when you say totally depraved? 
The skid row bum, the alcholic, the murderer, the rapist, Hitler, or 
some distorted personality? 
I want to suggest what the extent of our sinfulness is, whether we 
use the word depravity or sin or not. But first, let me suggest what the 
fact that we are sinful does not mean! 
I. It doesn't mean that we're devoid of any good qualities or 
abilities. There are many people who have all sorts of fantastic 
abilities and gifts. 
2. It doesn't mean that we're totally without any desire to do the 
good or the right. A lot of non-Christians are doing a lot of 
good things. Some of them are more loving than some 
Christians we know. 
3. It doesn't mean that without the direct intervention of the Holy 
Spirit we would all be prone to every sort of sin. 
4. It doesn't mean we would all be bums on skid row. 
5. It doesn't mean that we're worthless to God. 
What does the fact that we're sinful mean? If I understand the 
Scriptures, the fact that we're sinful means that every aspect of our 
being is impacted by the presence of sin - every aspect. Physically, 
spiritually, emotionally, every aspect of our life is impacted in some 
way by sin. Even, by the way, our most godly theologizing. Why is it 
that well meaning people who love the Lord and are committed to 
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His word differ on some very basic theological points? Well, we can 
give one obvious answer. The other fellow is wrong. But I would 
suggest that probably a more basic answer is we are both wrong in 
some degree, because our intellect is fallen. No person has ever 
existed whose intellect is not fallen. 
The fact that we're sinful also means that we have absolutely no 
righteousness to commend ourselves to God in terms of His holiness 
- no righteousness that can satisfy the demands of a holy and 
righteous God. There is a tendency, however, to equate a lack of 
righteousness with the lack of value, significance, or worth. Since 
we are sinful, therefore, we are worthless. Not so! 
This leads me to a third point, that we are greatly loved and 
restored. Romans 5:8 tells us that God showed his love for us in that 
while we were yet sinners Christ died for us. Where were we when 
Christ died? In our sins. Why did Christ die? Because we were 
righteous and deserved it? No, but because we were of immense value 
and significance to God. Christ didn't die for the animal kingdom. 
He didn't die for the trees. They weren't worth it. They were not that 
significant to him, although they participate in the redemption of the 
whole creation; Christ died for humanity. 
Let's say you had a son or a daughter who had totally rejected the 
Lord, had ruined his or her life, was on heavy drugs and into the 
grossest sins you could imagine. You are the parent. Does this child 
lose value or significance to you in your eyes? Does he or she become 
worthless? Or would they not still be of such immense value that you 
would want to reach out to them in their sin? As a matter of fact, 
wouldn't you probably be willing to give your life if you knew that it 
could turn your child around? And that, precisely because they are so 
important to you. You see, even in our sinfulness Christ died to 
purchase us for Himself, precisely because we were valuable and 
significant to Him. 
Francis Shaffer says that one of the greatest problems in the 
church is that we have lost sight of the fact that man is wonderful. He 
goes on to say: "For 20th century man this phrase, 'the image of God,' 
is as important as anything in Scripture, because men today can no 
longer answer that crucial question, 'Who am I?'" 
In his own naturalistic theories, with the uniformity of cause and 
effect in a closed system, and an evolutionary concept of a 
mechanical chance parade from Adam to man, man has lost his 
unique identity. In contrast, as a Christian, I stand in the flow of 
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because maybe they don't feel good enough about themselves to 
admit that they're just as human as anybody else. You'll see it on your 
church boards. There are going to be people there who don't like 
themselves; they are either going to have to put everybody else down, 
or they're going to have to have a minister who is "God". Anything 
less and they won't be satisfied. You will do it to your children. Your 
children are going to stand up and say "no" and you will be 
threatened; you'll want to put them down rather than to listen to 
what they want to say. 
Now you see that the reason self image is so important is not 
simply because we need to have a good attitude toward ourselves; it is 
so that we'll have a proper attitude toward everybody else. As a 
matter of fact, the research indicates that even your image of God is 
impacted by your image of yourself. There's a rather healthy body of 
literature now that suggests that in a recent study of several hundred 
teenagers, the teenagers who had good images of themselves could 
see God as loving and forgiving. The teenagers who had poor self 
concepts tended to see God as unloving, distant, angry and 
unforgiving. 
So when we are talking about self image, we are not talking about a 
nice little psychological option. We are talking about how we view 
the God of creation and the creation of God, how we view ourselves 
and everyone else that we come in contact with. Can we value others 
as significant persons? It is very difficult to do that until you have 




I'd like to look at what constitutes biblical self esteem or self love. 
But first I want to examine what biblical self esteem is not. 
First of all, biblical self esteem or self love is not a sense of 
superiority. 
Not far from where I live in Southern California, there is a church 
sitting just off the freeway with a big sign that says: Southern 
California's largest bus ministry. Now I know, absolutely nothing 
about that church. I don't know if it's liberal or evangelical. I assume 
that it's evangelical because liberals tend not to have busses. I really 
don't know. I know absolutely nothing about that church except that 
it claims Southern California's largest bus ministry. Each time I drive 
by I'm a little troubled, because the implication is that "Our bus 
ministry is better than everybody else's; we're better than you." 
Biblical self esteem is not lifted up or elevated. In fact, the New 
Testament concept of pride literally means "puffed up", "lifted up", 
"elevated" or "haughty". It's like this puffed cereal that you get; you 
think you've got something, but if you crumble it down, you've just 
got a few kernels in your hand. That's what pride means-it's puffed 
up, it appears to be more than it really is. Biblical self love or self 
esteem is not superiority. In I Corinthians 13:4 Paul says "love is not 
puffed up". 
Secondly, biblical self-love is not self-will. We all know people 
who always have to have their own way. As a matter of fact, some of 
you who are married know this better than some who are not. You 
met your spouse-to-be and thought, "My what an aggressive, 
confident individual." Right? Good ideas, and everything. Now that 
you're married to that person what do you call him or her? Stubborn. 
Now isn't it interesting how bright, confident, aggressive persons 
suddenly become stubborn, just by the act of marriage. Of course, 
what really happens is that we find out that underneath those bright, 
good ideas sometimes is a person who really doesn't have a good self-
image - a person fighting to have his or her own way to cover 
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up underlying insecurities. This person decides that tonight you are 
going out to eat; he or she decides the time, the place, what time you 
are leaving, what you are going to eat, what the children are going to 
eat, how the children are to behave while you are eating, and when 
you are ready to go home. Many of you will serve on a church board 
with somebody who has to have things his or her own way. 
It's interesting that many things are actually the opposite of a 
healthy, biblical sense of self-esteem - like superiority and self will. 
They masquerade under a false sense of self esteem in order to hide an 
underlying lace of the same thing. Titus I :7 says the church leaders 
should not be self willed, must not be given to stubbornness and self 
will or having to have their own way. It takes a person who feels 
pretty good about himself or herself to be able to speak up and share 
personal opinions, but then go along with the majority. You don't 
have to feel very good about yourself to be stubborn; as a matter of 
fact, it helps if you don't feel good about yourself. It's easier to be 
stubborn, because you're going to fight to prove that you're right; 
you•re panicked that you may find out that you're not right. Biblical 
self love or self esteem is not self willfulness. 
Thirdly, biblical self love is not selfishness. We all know people 
who are selfish. They try to garner everything to themselves. The 
Scripture says if you have two coats and somebody is in need, give 
one away. 
Philippians 1 :7 tells us that some even preach Christ out of selfish 
ambition. That's still true in our day isn't it? We all know people who 
preach Christ - people who can build the biggest church, the most 
successful ministry, the biggest salary, the most prestige, the most 
status. Isn't there within your denomination a status attached 
to certain churches in the conference? I work with a lot of pastors -
I'm thinking of one in particular - who has his eye on the three or 
four major churches in his denomination. He knows where he wants 
to go; he's got them all sorted out. He's got his plan to get there. I 
think he probably will. He is so involved in this you see, that along 
with a healthy desire to minister, there's also the undue building up of 
his own ego. He's preaching out of selfishness. 
Fourthly, biblical self-love is not self-centeredness. We all know 
people who always have to be the center of attention. They have to be 
the life of the party, they tell the jokes, or they dress in a way to call 
attention to themselves. They have to somehow be the center of 
attention. This is very natural for an infant; a baby is the center of 
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attention. Babies come into the home; they cry and you are there; 
they're hungry, you feed them; they're cold, you clothe them; they're 
hot, you unclothe them. Whatever the baby needs, you provide. 
Somebody ought to write a book entitled, "The Infant, the King". 
The infant literally controls the whole family. But ideally, as we 
mature, we grow out of this self-centeredness and we learn to be one 
of the group. But people with a false sense of self-esteem often have to 
maintain it through a self-centered style of living. 
But if biblical self love is not superiority, self will, selfishness, or 
self-centeredness, what is it? Let me point out four aspects of biblical 
self-esteem. 
A little boy in his typically messy room put a big sign on his door 
that read, "I'm me and I'm good, ·cause God made me and God don't 
make junk". That's not the best grammar, but it's good theology. I'm 
me and I'm good, because God made me and God doesn't make junk. 
The first aspect of biblical self esteem or self love is seeing yourselves 
as bearers of the image of God. 
Secondly, biblical self love is valuing ourselves as equally 
important members of the human race. In I Corinthians 12: 12ff, Paul 
likens the body of Christ to the physical body. He says that not 
everybody is an ear or a mouth, because we need different parts of the 
body of Christ, just like we need different parts of the physical body. 
In other words, every part is important. 
One evening a few years ago we had a few friends over, and we 
decided to go around the living room and find out what part of the 
body of Christ each person was. Immediately we knew who the 
mouth was - that was obvious. Then somebody was the feet - this 
lady always went someplace. Somebody else was the ear - a 
fantastic listener. We went around the whole group and came to the 
last person - Bea, who is a very sharp person, but really has a 
problem with her self image. She is a bright person, has a lot of 
contributions to make, and is a good Bible teacher. 
We said, "What part of the body of Christ are you, Bea?" 
"Oh, I don't know," she said hesitatingly. 
"Come on, what are you?" we asked. 
After some encouragement she said, "I guess I'm just a little toe." 
As friends, we immediately tried to be helpful. We suggested to her 
that it's very important to know that without the little toe you 
couldn't count beyond eighteen. We really came up with some very 
helpful thoughts. Later a physician friend told me what the little toe 
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actually does. The little toe helps keep the whole body in balance. 
Isn't it interesting that she selected what she thought was the single 
least important part of the body to be her part, and it happened to be 
the part that holds the whole body in balance? 
That is often true in the church, and it will often be true in the 
church in which you minister. The people who are up front, who are 
on the committees or lead this and that may not be the people who 
hold things together at all, although I am sure they think they are. It 
may be people behind the scenes, those with the gift of helps, the gift 
of hospitality - any number of gifts - that make things run 
smoothly. Part of helping the members of your congregation develop 
healthy attitudes toward themselves is to help them to be aware of 
their gifts. 
We have a real problem in the church, in that we have been seduced 
into the world's way of looking at this. If you were to go over here to 
the University of Kentucky and have an outreach to some students, 
who would you get to give a testimony? You would get the captain of 
the football team, right? You wouldn't select some third team scrub 
that never plays to give a testimony and say how great Christianity is 
and how everyone ought to become a Christian. Or if you 're 
witnessing in the sorority, who are you going to get? You're going to 
try to get the beauty queen to give her testimony, right? The resulting 
implication is, if you will trust Christ, you will become more athletic 
and better looking. If you're going to have a testimony meeting for 
business men, who do you get to give a testimony? You get the person 
who started tithing and his business tripled. How many testimonies 
have you heard by somebody who started tithing and went bankrupt? 
You don't ask for that kind. 
But our promises are not for financial blessings in this life, and I 
am convinced that you can start tithing and go bankrupt. That may 
be in God's plan. He may be trying to teach you something. What 
happens is that we elevate certain gifts. People who have these gifts 
start feeling a kind of false sense of pride, and the rest of us end up 
feeling inferior. Who becomes the board member in the church? The 
successful businessman, basically, not necessarily the people who are 
most spiritually mature and qualified. If someone can run a good 
business, we say, "Hey, he'd make a good elder; he'd make a good 
deacon; he'd make a good board member." We often get people who 
have a minimum of spiritual maturity but are successful out there in 
the world, and then we make them our spiritual leaders. The 
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implication for the rest is, "I could never be a deacon, elder, or leader 
in my church because I don't run a million dollar business. "We have 
been seduced into the world's way of looking at gifts, and we think 
that if we don't have some of these public type gifts that somehow we 
aren't very significant. Part of a biblical sense of self esteem is 
realizing that we are all equally important members of the human 
race in general, and specifically, of the body of Christ. We need to 
find our own gifts, and we need to help others find theirs. 
Thirdly, biblical self love or self esteem is seeing ourselves as 
objects of divine love. In John 15, Christ says to his disciples, "As the 
Father has loved me so have I loved you". That's a verse we all know. 
But have you really ever let it soak in in terms of your self image - to 
realize what Christ is saying? God, the Father, loves me with the same 
kind of love that He has for his own son, Jesus Christ. Have you ever 
let that soak in? That you are loved precisely the same way that Jesus 
Christ was loved by God the Father? I don't think you can let that 
soak in without it doing something for your self image. Biblical self 
love is seeing ourselves as objects of divine love. 
Fourthly, biblical self love is seeing ourselves as objects of others' 
love. We are commanded to love one another. We have all heard and 
perhaps preached messages on loving one another, but how many 
messages have you heard on the Christian virtue of receiving love? 
Isn't it sometimes more difficult to receive love than to give it? But for 
every lover there has to be a lovee. There are two sides of the coin. 
Let's say we locked the doors here and heard a message on loving 
another. Whom are you going to love? 
You say, "Well let's go out there and love them." 
"No, the doors are locked. Whom are you going to love?" Well, 
half of us would have to be on the receiving end. 
Implicit in Christ's command to love one another is the fact that we 
all need to be loved. Sometimes as Christians we think that we 
shouldn't have a need to be loved; we ought to just love God. I John 4 
says, "Herein is love, not that we love God but that he loves us." 
You would be amazed at the number of people who come to me 
and say, "Dr. Narramore, my problem is that I don't love the Lord." 
Without knowing anything else I can say, "Your problem isn't that 
you don't love the Lord; your problem is that you don't know how 
much He loves you." 
"Herein is love, not that we love him, but that he loves us." In other 
words, being the recipient of love is just as important as loving. 
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Somebody sings a beautiful solo and you say, "I just really 
appreciated that". What does that person say? 
Something like, "It wasn't me, it was the Lord that did it." 
That sounds very spiritual, but it's just not true. If I were to stand 
up here and sing and tell you it was the Lord that did it, you'd know 
that I was lying. But if it were someone with more music ability than 
I, you would tend to believe them. But it wasn't the Lord that did it at 
all. The soloist is exhibiting an inability to accept genuine 
compliment and appreciation.Non-Christians can't say that, so what 
they say is, "Well, it was nothing." When we say "it's the Lord," that's 
just the Christian way of saying, "It was nothing." 
Now, what is the truth of the matter? The Lord did create persons 
with the potential for this or that and they developed it, but they may 
have developed that gift because their mothers forced them to sit 
there and practice two hours a day while they hated every minute of 
it. Or they may have developed it because they really wanted to; they 
may be singing because they love the Lord and want to use their gifts 
to impact others; or they may be doing it for the money. See what I 
am saying? It's difficult to be on the receiving end. How much more 
truthful to say, "Thank you, I appreciate that, and I appreciate the 
opportunity to share my love for the Lord through my music 
ministry." We're afraid that we're somehow going to take the glory 
away from God. No. We know that ultimately we have an ability 
because He created us. And we need to learn to be the recipient of 
other people's love. 
For those of you who are going into the ministry, one of the most 
difficult things will be allowing yourself to be vulnerable enough to 
admit that you need love. People are going to put you up on a 
pedestal; they're going to expect you to have the answers, and it's 
going to be very difficult for you to find somebody that you can go to 
and say, "I have needs." If there is anything that will make your 
ministry more effective and lessen the likelihood of your dropping 
out of the ministry for some personal or family reason, it will be your 
having one or more close Christian friends in whom you can confide. 
By the way, don't hide behind the pulpit and behind the idea that 
the minister can't play favorites. How many did Jesus choose? 
Twelve. Wasn't that being a little selfish? Out of all the people He 
could have chosen, He chose twelve. You might think that's bad, but 
do you know what? He had three favorites out of that group. What if 
the pastor had three friends he was especially close to? Do you think 
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that would be a problem? But it gets worse; there was one who Christ 
called "the beloved". There was one of the twelve that Christ was 
extra close to. What I'm saying is that we need c1ose friends to whom 
we can give love and from whom we can receive love. 
The secret is, of course, that you don't play favorites when it comes 
to making decisions in the church. But there is a difference between 
having a deep personal friendship and playing favorites. You may 
have to educate people in your congregation to that fact. Beyond 
that, you've got to get over your own fear, because frankly, to say "I 
need love" makes us a little vulnerable, and we don't always like that. 
We need to learn to become the objects of other people's love. 
In summary, I would suggest that biblical selflove or self esteem is 
obviously not some ecstatic emotional experience. It's not, "Oh, I'm 
just the greatest thing that's ever happened to me." It's not some form 
of erotic love: "I look in the mirror and I really turn myself on." 
Biblical self love or self esteem is a deep abiding attitude of self regard 
or self respect that's based on seeing ourselves as God sees us. This 
also allows us to see other people as God sees them. With that brief 
understanding of biblical self-love, let's turn to the problem of pride. 
Isn't pride a sin? It surely is. Turn to Jeremiah 48, a very interesting 
passage on pride. In this chapter, Jeremiah is pronouncing woes 
upon the Moabites because they are a very sinful people. The essence 
of their sin, says Jeremiah, is pride. I want to look at three aspects of 
the Moabites' pride that I think speak fundamentally to what pride 
really is. 
Chapter 48, verse 7 reads, "For because of your trust in your own 
achievements and treasures ... "I would like to suggest first of all that 
pride involves a certain attitude toward oneself - an attitude of self-
sufficiency. Self sufficiency says, "I can do it myself; I can trust in my 
own achievements and treasures." 
In Jeremiah 48:26 we read "For he [the Moabite] has become 
arrogant toward the Lord so Moab will wallow in his vomit and 
become a laughing stock." A second aspect of pride is a certain 
attitude toward God - an attitude of arrogance: "Who needs you, 
God?" Of course, this is just a flip side of self-sufficiency: "If I can do 
it all myself, then I don't need God or anybody else." So secondly, 
pride involves a certain attitude toward God - one of arrogance or 
autonomy. 
Thirdly, in verse 27 the Prophet says, "Now is not Israel a laughing 
stock to you or was he caught among thieves, for each time you speak 
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about him you shake your head in scorn, ·oh, those Israelites."' Pride 
involves a certain attitude toward others - an attitude of scorn or 
superiority. 
Haven't you ever looked down on anybody else in your class? 
"Well, you know that so and so. He's from this church or that. He's 
from this place or that. You'd expect that from somebody from 
there." Or, "She's from this college or that. They're all alike; we've 
got a hundred of them running around here. You've got to make 
allowances for them because you know what they're like over there." 
Or "He went to that other seminary. You know how those Methodist 
seminaries are." We put them down with just a little scorn, a little 
sense of superiority in our voice. Pride! 
The antidote to pride is healthy, biblically based self esteem. When 
you see yourself as God sees you, you don't have to put other people 
down. You can see them as God sees them. 
Let's talk then finally about the other major issue - the issue of 
humility. We are enjoined in Scripture to be humble. Following the 
same format as we did with self esteem, let's look first at what 
humility is not. Then we11 look at what it is. 
Many people think that humility is an admission of inferiority. 
Humility is not inferiority. 
I used to work with a lady, Mary Lou, in a Christian organization. 
Every once in awhile Mary Lou would come up and say, "Bruce, isn't 
God great?" 
I'd say, "He sure is, Mary Lou." 
And she would say, "Aren't we terrible?" 
And I wouldn't say anything, so she assumed that I agreed with 
her, and she'd go on about how terrible we are. She'd say, "Don't you 
just wish that everybody else around here realized how terrible they 
were too?" 
Her feeling was that if somehow she could make us out as not good 
enough, then God would be great. She would follow through by 
saying, "Aren't we awful, and isn't God good?" 
What she was trying to do was make God feel better about 
Himself. As though He needed any help. There are Christians who 
take the words of John the Baptist, who said of Christ that He must 
increase and I must decrease, to say that I've got to make myself 
nothing to make God good. It's not a matter of saying, "I'm no 
good," or "I'm inferior." God doesn't want that. It's a matter of 
acknowledging who gets the glory from our lives. So first of all, 
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humility is not inferiority. 
Secondly, biblical humility is not underestimation or negation of 
our abilities. Let me read a passage from Romans 12. We all know 
verses I and 2: "I urge you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, 
to present your bodies .... " Let me read verses 3 through 6: 
For through the grace given to me, I say to every man among 
you not to think more highly of himself than he ought to 
think .... For just as we have many members in one body, and 
all the members do not have the same function, so we who are 
many are one body in Christ and individually members one of 
another. And since we have gifts that differ according to the 
grace given to us, let each exercise them accordingly. 
Isn't it interesting that in the context of "let no man think more 
highly of themself than he ought," Paul goes right on to point out 
that we all have gifts and we are to exercise them according to the 
grace of God? Paul is saying that we avoid being superior when we 
realize that we're all gifted by God, and that we're to exercise the gifts 
that God in His sovereignty gave to us. So humility is not under-
estimation or negation of our God given gifts. 
Thirdly, humility is not passivity. I grew up in a little farming com-
munity in Arizona. In the town was a general store, a service station 
that's been closed for 20 years, and one church, the Baptist church in 
which I grew up. The most successful farmers and ranchers in that 
area, including my father, were not active in church, though they 
would go occasionally- Christmas, Easter, weddings and funerals. 
My dad went to all the weddings and funerals because he was in a 
little quartet that sang at all such affairs. 
There were two men in that church who were active leaders; they 
held the church together. But neither one of them were successful 
farmers or ranchers. They had the smallest farms. They had the least 
well kept properties. Their fences were the most likely to be down, 
and I kind of grew up with the feeling that a competent, aggressive 
occupation does not fit with being a consecrated Christian. Church 
leadership was left to a couple of males who were a bit passive in the 
work or to the women in the church. 
Some time ago I was teaching an adult Sunday School class of 
about 200 in a large church in Southern California. The topic was 
humility. I decided to do a little research, and I asked everybody 
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there to think of the most humble person they knew. Then I asked 
them to write down the first five thoughts that came to mind about 
that person. I had two hundred people writing five statements about 
what humble people were like. I took home all 1,000 statements, 
tallied them up, and broke them down into categories. The findings 
were very interesting. The most frequent, descriptive statement 
about humble persons was that they were loving. That's biblical: 
That fits. I agree. But do you know what the second most frequent 
comment about humble people was? They were quiet, passive, and 
unassuming. Not once out of 1,000 statements did anybody describe 
the humble person they knew as either one, intelligent, or two, 
aggressive. So if you want to be humble, but you happen to be 
intelligent or aggressive, forget it - the two don't mix. 
Remember, this is no backwoods church I polled. This is a church 
in an upper middle class area, filled with professional people. But 
notice how I asked the question. I didn't say, "Write a biblical 
definition of humility." If I had many of them could have given a 
good answer. But I said, "Think of the most humble person you know 
and then describe that person." In other words, I wanted to know 
how they were really thinking. There are many people who have an 
image of humility as somehow passive and quiet. Humble people, in 
their minds, let people walk over them and aren't too assertive. By the 
way, there are many women that believe that's their role in life - to 
let their husbands tromp over them; they believe that's being humble. 
But the Scriptures say that's not so. Humility is not passivity. Christ, 
in the temple, was certainly not passive. 
Finally, humility is not self-hatred. Colossians 2 is a very interesting 
passage. I want to highlight two verses. Verse 18: "Let no one keep 
defrauding you of your prize by delighting in self abasement .... " 
In the first century church a lot of people were running around 
punishing themselves and acting spiritual. They had what they called 
"pole sitters." These people would sit up on a pole all day, suffering 
for Jesus. But the interesting thing is that their poles were in plain 




Let no one keep defrauding you of your prize by delighting 
in self abasement, the worship of angels, taking a stand on 
visions you have seen (verse 18) ... These are matters which 
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have, to be sure, the appearance of wisdom in self-made 
religion and self abasement and severe treatment of the 
body, but are of no value against fleshly indulgence (verse 23). 
The church father, Origen, is said to have castrated himself so that 
he could teach women religious instruction without being tempted. 
You sense a bit of self punishment, probably over the guilt that he 
experienced over his lust. But many of us have ways, not physically 
perhaps, of punishing ourself. We do it mentally in the form of 
depression and neurotic guilt. Humility is not self-hatred. 
If humility is not inferiority, underestimation of our abilities, 
passivity, or self-hatred, what is it? I suggest that is is four things. 
Having listened to many sermons on the wilderness wanderings, I 
had always heard that the purpose of the wanderings was to teach 
Israel faith. As I read Deuteronomy 8, I noted that that was ap-
parently not the only reason. Chapter 8 of Deuteronomy, verses 2 
through 4, read: 
And you shall remember all the way which the Lord your 
God has lead you in the wilderness these forty years, that he 
might humble you, testing you to know what was in your 
heart, whether you would keep his commandments or not. 
And he humbled you and let you be hungry and fed you 
with manna, which you did not know, nor did your fathers 
know; that he might make you understand that man does 
not live by bread alone, but by everything that proceeds out 
of the mouth of the Lord. Your clothing did not wear out on 
you, nor did your foot swell these forty years. 
Now what is the purpose of the wandering in the wilderness? One 
of the major purposes was to teach the people of Israel to be humble. 
One of the major aspects of this was their recognition of their need of 
God. God actually let them be hungry. Why? So He could show them 
that He could meet their needs. In other words, God let them know 
that they needed Him. 
Verse 7 says, "For the Lord your God is bringing you to a good 
land, a land of brooks of water, of fountains and springs, flowing 
forth in valleys and hills .... " And skipping down to verse 11, we 
read, "Beware lest you forget the Lord your God, by not keeping his 
commandments and ordinances and his statutes which I command 
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you today; lest, when you have eaten and are satisfied, and have built 
good houses and lived in them .... " When you get out of student 
housing and have your own parsonage, when your herds and flocks 
multiply, when your silver and gold multiply and all that you have 
multiplies, then be careful that your heart doesn't become proud and 
that you don't "forget the Lord your God who brought you out from 
the land of Egypt, out of the house of slavery .... " 
Listen to verse 15: "who led you through the great and terrible 
wilderness, with its fiery serpents and scorpions and thirsty ground 
where there was no water, who brought water for you out of the rock 
of flint. In the wilderness, he fed you manna .... " It is not that you 
were unable to find your way through that wilderness; you sure made 
do in a hard situation when there wasn't any water. It's fantastic the 
way you got food when you were about to starve. No, humility is 
recognizing your need for God. He led you through the wilderness, He 
brought you water out of the rock. He fed you with manna. Verse 17 
says, "Otherwise you may say in your heart, 'My power and the 
strength of my hands made me this wealth.'" God was warning Israel's 
people that they might become like the Moabites, trusting in their 
own achievements and treasures. The opposite of pride is humility, 
recognizing our dependency upon God. "But you shall remember the 
Lord your God, for it is he that is giving you power to make wealth; 
that he may confirm his covenant which he swore to your fathers as 
it is this day" (verse 18). Humility is obedient dependence on God. 
Thirdly, humility is realistically evaluating our capacities. In 
Romans 12:3 Paul says, "let no man think more highly of himself 
than he ought." He doesn't say let us all think as lowly of ourselves as 
we can. "Let no man think more highly of himself than he ought" is 
what he says. Have a realistic evaluation of our gifts. 
Fourthly, humility is being willing to serve. Shortly before Christ's 
crucifixion, you remember the stories: the disciples were arguing 
over who was going to be the greatest. Christ is about to go to the 
cross and His disciples are sitting around arguing about who is going 
to be the greatest in the Kingdom. Christ rebuked them: "The kings 
of the Gentiles lorded over them; and those who exercise authority 
over them are given the title 'benefactors'. But you are not to be like 
that; instead the greatest among you should be like the youngest, and 
the one who rules like the one who serves" (Luke 22:25-26). Humility 
is being willing to serve others. 
It's interesting to me that in the whole biblical discussion of 
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humility, not once is there any suggestion that you should be inferior, 
passive, or act as though you have no gifts or abilities, that you are 
not lovable. The biblical emphasis on humility is recognizing our 
need of God, a willingness to be obedient, having a realistic 
evaluation of our God-given gifts, and being willing to serve. 
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Culture of Narcissism 
I want to look at the biblical substitute for what I believe is 
rampant narcissism in individuals and in our society as a whole. I 
would like to suggest that in the absence of a healthy, biblically-based 
self image, we tend to turn to a narcissistic, superficial self love. 
Let me recap just a bit of our discussion about the narcissistic 
personality. 
Narcissistic persons are those who attempt to regulate their self-
esteem through an inordinate attention to themselves and through 
the gratification of their needs and wishes. In other words, if persons 
lack a healthy sense of self esteem, they begin to look everywhere to 
find some way to think and feel better about themselves. They focus 
on themselves, how they look, what they wear, what they have, what 
they do, what people think of them. Then they begin to try to get 
ahead in areas which will give them more attention. They use people 
to help make them feel better about themselves. And in their attempt 
to compensate for a deep underlying sense of self esteem, they 
become self-centered. 
Not only are narcissistic persons characterized by pre-occupation 
with themselves, but also with the search for immediate gratification. 
When they don't feel good about themselves inwardly, they turn their 
attention to what will produce temporary happiness. Narcissistic 
individuals are prone to focus on receiving rather than giving. They 
are more concerned with what others can give to them, rather than in 
what they can share with others. Narcissistic personalities suffer a 
lack of intimacy. Though they have many superficial relationships, 
they have difficulty establishing deep and lasting relationships. 
Narcissistic personalities also tend to have a lack of interest in 
either the past or the future. They live in the present. They're not very 
concerned with a sense of history, either their own personal history, 
family history, or national history. They're not very concerned about 
the future. They live in the now. Narcissistic personalities have a 
poverty of inner-life - a sense of emptiness - that is rooted in their 
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lack of self esteem. 
What are some of the causes of this narcissistic personality? Let's 
look first at the narcissistic personality of the individual. Then, we11 
look at the narcissistic personality in regard to our society. Thirdly, 
we11 take a look at narcissism as it relates to the church, because I 
believe that the evangelical church has been very heavily impacted by 
a secular narcissistic perspective. Finally, we11 talk about some 
possible ways of combating this problem. 
What, in terms of the psychological development of the individual, 
causes a person to become unhealthily self-centered? There are many 
things, and I suspect that all of these will relate to many of us in some 
way. But, by and large, the problem of a superficial sense of self-
esteem or a narcissistic sense of self-esteem is a false sense of self love. 
You may recall that the whole concept of narcissism is based on the 
Greek legend of Narcissis, who looked in the pool and fell in love 
with his own reflected image. The essence is a self love, not in a 
healthy sense, but in a superficial sense. The foundations for this in 
an individual's life are laid down in the first few years of life -
certainly in the first five or six years of life, and some even in the first 
year. 
Let me try to explain some of the rather complex psychological 
phenomena involved. In the first few weeks of life the infants literally 
cannot discriminate and differentiate themselves from their mother. 
Infants do not come into the world with a sense of who they are. They 
don't smile, say "Good morning," "Thank you, Mom," etc. They 
don't even know that they exist as separate persons. Literally, they do 
not know where they stop and their mothers begin. They can't think 
"This is me." But gradually, during the first few weeks and months of 
life and on up to around three years of age, this process is going on 
(especially in the latter half of the first year of life). The infant begins 
to find out that there are some things that hurt, such as a slap on the 
hand. These things go with you everywhere you go. These foods taste 
a certain way, those taste another way. Around one year of age they 
begin to realize that "All this stuff is me." If you have a young infant 
you remember when he or she was around a year old and they first 
began to speak a little bit; his or her favorite words became "I", "me", 
"my" and "mine". What the infant was saying is "I'm separate; it used 
to be Mom and me". 
As they begin to differentiate, however, the children are hit with 
the awareness that not only are they not powerful enough to do 
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everything like they thought they were doing it when they did it with 
Mom, but they are very helpless, dependent individuals. This comes 
as a great shock to infants. 
Several things can happen during this crucial period that can lay 
the foundation for the later psychological narcissism. There may be a 
lack of intimacy with the mother during that crucial first year or two. 
As a result infants never really attach or bond to the mother, nor feel 
secure, loved, or sense trust. Since they don't have that intimacy -
perhaps because the mother is emotionally or physically distant or 
too anxious, angry, or frustrated - the infants begin to withdraw. 
They decide in themselves that they must take care of themselves. 
They say, "I can't get my needs met here in this intimate relationship 
with mother, so 111 become my own parent. I'll be responsible to see 
that all my needs are met. I'll care for myself. I'll love myself." In 
other words, a lack of parenting early in life, or conflicted parenting, 
can cause children not to reach out to their environment, but to 
withdraw and try to take care of themselves. Don't we all know 
people who are going through life as adults that way - still trying to 
take care of themselves? 
Another thing that can go wrong is that parents instilled with a 
lack of deep intimacy often give the children their way as they begin 
to separate. Whatever the children want, they get. On through age 
one, two, three, four, five, ten, they get their own way. A permissive 
parenting style says that the children can do anything they want, and 
the children grow up with the feeling that, "Hey, whatever I want, I 
deserve to get." The children grow up feeling that the world owes 
"me" a living. 
Either of these dynamics can be laid down in the very early years of 
life and they program persons for a narcissistic self-centered style of 
living. 
It's interesting to see what happens or what is missing in this type 
of personality. There is no feeling of being deeply loved and 
esteemed. One doesn't have that deep inner resource which says, "I'm 
a significant, valuable, lovable person." 
Secondly, there is a lack of trust in other people. Somehow the 
parents didn't meet the child's needs adequately, so narcissistic 
persons grow up feeling that they've got to do it themselves - they 
can't trust other people. 
Thirdly, there is a tendency not to give unless you are getting 
something in return. You see, if you went through this early infant 
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experience, you didn't grow up wanting to love and give to your 
parents and others. Your concerns were "How do I get, how do I 
protect, how do I get what I want or need?" Not "How do I give?" So 
the narcissistic person is sadly lacking in the ability to truly love. 
Fourthly, the narcissistic personality is left with a tendency to see 
other people as objects to be used rather than people to be loved. 
People exist for what I can get from them for myself. 
Let's look now at narcissism in our society. Have you noticed the 
preoccupation with self in current society? Walk into any bookstore, 
and what are you confronted with? Self-help books written by myself 
and my colleagues: How to be Your Own Best Friend. How to Win 
Through Intimidation. The book shelves are filled with these books 
about yourself, yourself, yourself, yourself! It's a preoccupation. 
How about the mass media, the commercials? What do they all 
appeal to? They appeal to how you look. And what you have defines 
who you are and how you should feel about yourself. Isn't that the 
message of almost every commercial advertisement you see? If you 
have a lot, do a lot, look all right, you should feel good. You notice 
the absence of any message about an inner sense of strength and 
value and personal worth. You see, it's all on the outside. It's what 
you do that counts. 
Notice the emphasis in our society on receiving rather than giving. 
In politics, for example, the focus is on what "I want." President 
Reagan is trying to change a few things, and whatever our political 
opinion may be, we find that people are starting to protest. They 
think it's a good idea to cut back on expenditures in every area except 
theirs. "Those other people, they're living off the fat of the land; let's 
cut down on them, but keep sending the money out here to us." 
Receive! Receive! Receive! 
In the business world there are an endless number of how-to books 
on gamesmanship: How to Get Ahead on the Corporate Ladder, 
How to Win at Building a Career. It's not how you can contribute 
something to the organization; it's what you can get from it. It's not 
what managers can contribute to the employees; it's what they can 
get from the employees. 
There is a lack of intimacy and long term commitment in our 
society. Premarital sexual encounters have become common place, 
but there is little real intimacy -just sexual, biological experiences 
and contract marriages. We're afraid that we can't handle the 
intimacy and long term commitment, so we contract for the 
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possibility of failure. There are limits to our vulnerability because of 
our fears of intimacy. 
Now, let's go back to the psychological, to the infants who in the 
first year or two or three of life did not feel sufficiently loved; they 
withdrew and had to love and take care of themselves. To now 
approach an intimate lasting relationship terrifies those people. 
Many of you can relate to that. Remember how frightened you got 
the closer you got to marriage, because you didn't really know if you 
were prepared for that kind of intimacy and vulnerability? In the 
ministry we take a church because it will move our career along, and 
we may not look as we should at what the people ofthe congregation 
really need. Whether they are ready for us to leave or not, we move 
ahead. Or we decide we don't want children, because they would 
interfere with our happiness. We're not willing to make the 
commitment of investing twenty years of our lives in another human 
being because of our own selfish concerns. 
Notice the limited interest in either the past or the future in our 
society. We have a credit card economy. We buy now and pay later; 
we get what we want, what will make us happy. Even in politics, we 
don't want to suffer now; we don't want to make the cutbacks now, 
but keep on getting the way we've been getting. We disregard the 
dangers of going bankrupt a few generations down the road. We say, 
"Let's get it now." Drugs? "Happiness now! Who cares what may 
happen later, when right now we can get a temporary high." 
Throughout our whole society, a narcissistic culture runs rampant. 
What are the causes of our narcissistic culture? For one thing, our 
culture is the reflection of personal psychological narcissism. When a 
group of individuals has narcissistic problems, their attitudes begin 
to permeate the culture. Other factors, when combined with a 
capitalistic society, cause problems. I'm for a capitalistic system, and 
I try to invest my own money wisely, but the work ethic mixed with 
two or three other factors tends to program people for a superficial 
egocentric narcissism. We mix capitalism with commercialism, 
promoted especially through the media. Tied in with our view of the 
economy and the work ethic, we begin to advertise saying, "If you 
buy this, then you11 be happier." We apply our work ethic to the 
accumulation of things that improve our image, that make us look 
better - better clothes, better car, better home. Most people will 
look at our car, our clothes, our home and not have to look inside 
and see how empty and hollow we may really feel. 
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Secondly, it involves the substitution of a secular humanism for a 
biblical faith. We have removed God from the center of our national 
life, and have put man in His place. 
I realize that we may have more Christians per capita than we used 
to have, and that Christianity Today says that over a quarter of the 
population claims to be born again, but if the thinkers, the media 
people, and those who impact our culture and determine what we 
idealize - if they are Christian - it certainly isn't apparent. 
We have a culture that has removed God from its way of looking at 
life and placed man in the center; God is on the periphery. Because of 
that, our view of both the past and the future has faded. Yet, if God 
were in the center, we would have to look at the stream of time; there 
would be a significant historical past and a significant historical 
future. But having removed God and having placed man in the 
center, the past and the future have faded and the present has become 
all important. Immediate gratification is emphasized. The thought is 
not, "What can I do to make a contribution to the future?" 
Another factor which contributes to the culture of narcissism is the 
breakdown of the family. I don't think you can separate these three. 
Commercialism, the substitution of humanism for a biblical faith, 
and the breakdown of the family all go together. There is a movement 
away from a living authority of the parents. I realize that some 
parents have been unloving, authoritarian parents. That is often a 
reality, and much of the permissiveness that grew out of the 1940's -
for example, John Dewey in education, Benjamin Spock in 
pediatrics, Carl Rogers, and others - was a reaction against an 
angry, naive, authoritarianism that needed to be countered. 
Unfortunately, the reaction went to the other extreme in terms of 
permissive humanism. It was a permissiveness that said, "I must give 
my child everything he wants or else I'm going to feel guilty." Read all 
the books on parenting that tell you everything your children need, 
and that if you don't give them everything they need, they'll be 
psychic casualties, and it will be your fault. 
It's true that the impact of parents upon children is major and 
crucial, but we need to discriminate between what children need and 
what they want. The problem we've run into is that many parents 
believe that to be a good parent, they've got to give their children 
what they want rather than what they need. Your son or daughter is 
not going to come along and say, "I want some money for 
something"; they're going to say, "I need some money." They know 
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that if they say they want it, you'll respond, "You want it, that's all 
right. I want a lot of things too; see you later." But if they say they 
need it, how can you refuse to give them what they need? 
Also involved is a combination of economic and personal factors 
related to the large instance of working mothers. The breakdown of 
the family unit and the lack of good mothering in the first few years of 
life is a critical problem in our society, and it is going to get much 
worse. I would encourage you, mothers, that if there is any way -
especially in those first six years of life - that you can avoid working, 
do it! Young children really need their mothers. They need their 
fathers too, but in the first years of life, they especially need their 
mothers. There is a price mothers will have to pay if they are going to 
be away from their children. You should try to wait on having 
children until you are in a place where you can afford them or work 
something out. 
The Scripture indicates that if people don't provide for their own, 
especially those of their own family, they have denied the faith and 
are worse than infidels. What I am suggesting is that your family 
comes before your ministry. Your family is your first ministry. If you 
understand that, you will avoid serious problems in life. I don't think 
there is anything we need more than a re-emphasis on the family in 
our society. 
So what are the three major causes of our narcissistic culture that 
work in conjunction with our prevailing society? ( 1) Commercialism 
- look what we can do for you if you 'II only use our product; (2) the 
substitution of humanism for biblical faith; and (3) the breakdown of 
the family. 
Let me read II Timothy 3. I'm sure this passage has described many 
societies in the last 2,000 years, but I wonder if it's not more true of 
our society than of most: "But realize this, that in the last days 
difficult times will come. For men will be lovers of self, lovers of 
money, boastful, arrogant, revilers, disobedient to parents .... " 
What is disobedience to parents? It is "I am going to have my way." 
That's narcissism. 
" ... ungrateful ... ""Why should I be grateful? You owe me; the 
government owes me; my parents owe me; the school owes me." 
" ... unholy, unloving ... " Isn't it interesting - lovers of self but 
unloving to others. That's the narcissistic personality. 
" ... irreconcilable, malicious gossips, without self-control, brutal, 
haters of good, treacherous, reckless, conceited ... " If you lack a 
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healthy inner sense of self-esteem, you have to go around being 
puffed up. 
" ... lovers of pleasure [immediate gratification] rather than lovers 
of God .... "All this is very descriptive of our culture and our society. 
But how about narcissism in the Christian culture? I suggest that 
we're excessively preoccupied with ourselves. Walk into a Christian 
bookstore and you11 see all kinds of self-help books and testimony 
books. Everyone who has had an experience writes a book. "I had an 
experience I want to tell you about; the world should be interested in 
my experience." That's narcissism. Somebody has cancer; they write 
a book on it. Some of that is useful. But does every cancer patient 
need to write a book? Does every parent need to write a book on how 
to be a parent? Does everybody who has been suicidal need to write a 
book on it? The assumption is, everybody is interested in my story. 
My story! Why? Because I am interested in my story. So I assume 
everybody else is interested in my story. That's narcissism. 
The media tend to play up even evangelical personalities: "Look at 
this person. See how great he it." The focus is on what Christianity 
can do for you. That's a legitimate part of it. We ought to be saying 
that; but, I think we get a little out of balance. The focus is on 
externals and success - on Christian superstars. We emphasize 
talent, performance, good looks. There are exceptions, but who 
writes the books? Who's on TV? Who are the famous people we have 
give their testimonies? Is it the talented, good looking people who 
perform well or is it the godly, mature people? Godliness and 
maturity don't often sell well. I have publisher friends; I sit with these 
people and they tell me what will sell and what won't. Talent, good 
looks, miracles - these things sell. But basic mature, godly, faith -
often, no. The Book of James would never sell today. There is not a 
Christian publisher around the United States who would publish the 
Book of James if somebody wanted to publish it. 
We seek immediate gratification. Patient Christianity - that's 
"pie in the sky by and by." We want our kind of Christianity now. To 
be sure it has to be lived in the now; and Christianity speaks to the 
present. But not exclusively! We want our Christianity to pay off 
right now. We have to be happy. We have to receive. 
We are in danger of making God over into our own image. We are 
in danger of making God into a 20th Century North American male 
who's oriented to success and happiness. We turn God into a God 
who wants to make us happy rather than a God who wants to make us 
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holy. We lose our vision of who God is - the God of the Bible. And 
what we are doing is cutting ourselves off from the only stable 
resource for a healthy sense of self identity. We forget that we are 
created in the image of the almighty, eternal, everlasting God. But in 
making God over in our image, we are the ones who end up suffering 
disintegration and dissatisfaction. 
What can we do? Let me give a few general suggestions which you 
can work out specifically in your own lives. First of all, we need to 
return God to His position as the center of the universe and man to 
his position as a created being. We've got things reversed. We've 
made ourselves gods. We've got to change our focus. 
Secondly, we need to reaffirm the authority of the Word of God 
even when it differs with our perceptions and desires. This will 
impact our counseling significantly. You're going to face such issues 
as pre-marital sexual involvement and divorce. People will say, "We 
love each other and this is a normal God-given expression of our 
love." Or, "We're married, but we don't love each other and 
obviously God (the god I've created) wants me to be happy." They 
find a verse or two that declare that in God's presence is "fullness and 
joy" and go on to say, "When I'm living with this woman, I'm not full 
of joy, therefore it must not be God's will that I stay married to this 
woman." When approaching the question of marrying an unbeliever, 
many say, "But we love each other. And I know a person who is one 
of the most successful ministers in this area, and he married a woman 
who wasn't a Christian; now she is, and everything is fine." 
Therefore, the scriptural passage "Be not unequally yoked together 
to unbelievers" does not apply. People adapt the Scriptures to fit 
their own desires. We must return God to the center, however, and 
listen to the authority of His Word, even when it differs from what we 
may want. 
Thirdly, we need to uphold the sanctity of marriage and the 
primacy of the family. Because much of narcissism has its origins in 
the first few years of life, we are not going to be able to solve the 
problem on a strictly cultural, social level; we've got to solve it on a 
family level. 
Fourthly, we must refuse to commercialize the Gospel in terms of 
how we communicate it. We must not place the gospel on the level of 
media hype with the primary message being "Here's what 
Christianity is going to do for you!" 
Fifthly, we need to promote true intimacy and commitment in 
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every area of our life and ministry. I mean that we need to work on 
intimate relationships in our marriages. We need to develop close 
friendships with students here on campus that are more than a 
superficial "Hi, how are you" or a quick prayer in time of emergency. 
We must have fun together, but we must also weep together. Develop 
intimate friendships and, whatever your ministry, carry those 
friendships into that ministry. 
Finally, we need to develop a biblical humility. Chapter I, verse 8 
of Philippians says, "For God is my witness, how I long for you all 
with the affection of Jesus Christ." Do you hear the intimacy and 
commitment in Paul's relationship to the people of the church of 
Philippi? If Paul were on the Christian circuit today, he wouldn't 
write you a letter and say, "111 be in town, 111 have my meeting, and 
then I'll be on my way." Rather, he'd say, "How I long for you all." 
In verse 12 he continues, "Now I want you to know, brethren, that 
my circumstances have turned out for the greater progress of the 
Gospel, so that my imprisonment in the cause of Christ has become 
well known throughout the whole praetorian guard and to everyone 
else." Notice that Paul was not too given to immediate gratification. 
He was not afraid to suffer at the present for some long term gain. 
"For me to live is Christ, to die is gain, "he says in verse 21. Notice the 
lack of pre-occupation with self. 
Looking into Chapter 2, Paul challenges the church to unity. He 
says this in several ways: "being of the same mind, the same love, 
united in the spirit, intent on one purpose .... " Then he indicates 
what is going to destroy that unity: "selfishness or empty conceit." 
He challenges the Philippians to be humble and have the attitude of 
Christ Jesus shown in verse 6: " ... who, though he was in the form of 
God, did not regard equality with God something to be grasped .... " 
Christ knew his identity; he existed in "the form of God." We also 
need to know our identity; we are created in the image of God. There 
is a parallel here for a Christian understanding of ourselves. 
Secondly, Christ "did not regard equality with God something to 
be grasped." In other words, He didn't have to flaunt it. If I had been 
Christ up there on the temple and Satan said, "Cast yourself down," 
I'd jump right away to prove to him I was God. If he said "Turn those 
stones to bread," I'd say "Zap." Because my identity is not strong 
enough, I'd have to say, "I'll prove to you who I am." Because Christ 
knew his identity, he didn't have to flaunt it. 
The third aspect of Christ's humility is that He willingly became a 
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servant. "Being found in appearance as man, he humbled himself by 
becoming obedient" (verse 8). 
The fourth aspect of Christ's humility was His obedience. 
Interestingly verse 9 reads, "Therefore, also God has highly 
exalted him, and bestowed on him a name that is above every other 
name." 
These then are the four aspects of biblical humility that I believe 
are the antidote to a self-centered narcissism: knowing our identity, 
knowing who we are in the light of God's divine revelation, willingly 
choosing to serve others, and willingly becoming obedient. 
In essence then, the antedote to the prevailing narcissism in our 
society and our churches is a healthy, biblically based, self-esteem 
and self-identity that allows us to know who we are, why we are here, 
and where we are going, so that knowing what Christ has done for us, 
we are able to serve, to minister, and to give. 
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Psychology Gone Awry, by Mark P. Cosgrove, Ph.D. Grand Rapids: 
Zondervan Publishing House, 1979. 160 pp. 
The author, assistant professor of Psychology at Taylor 
University, focuses on three world views: the naturalistic, the 
humanistic, and the transpersonal. In contrast to these three views, 
which are inadequate to deal with the human situation, Christian 
theism is proposed as the only adequate alternative. "We need a 
world view to encompass all the data we find in psychology ... to 
explain the origin and nature of physical, mental, and spiritual 
dimensions of man, as well as human nobility and irrationality," 
declares the author. 
The textual approach of the work is the standard rehearsal of each 
world view from premise, to interpretation, to implication. Each 
view is funneled through the categories of "Nature of Reality," 
"Nature of Man," "Nature of Human Problems," "Nature of 
Solutions to Problems." There is ample sprinkling of references to 
B.F. Skinner and Francis Schaeffer. 
The treatment is simple. It is superficial in the sense that it deals in 
broad, bold strokes and not in depth. It lends itself to young readers 
in the field. It is well organized. The author states his personal 
convictions at the close in favor of Christian theism as "the most 
defensive world view available to psychology." The closing statement 
of the book is the author's thesis: "If psychology is to develop and 
become effective in the lives of people, psychologists cannot continue 
to ignore the world view of Christian theism." 
V. James Mannoia 
Associate Professor of Pastoral Ministry 
Asbury Theological Seminary 
Commentary on Colossians and Philemon, by H. Dermot McDonald. 
Waco, Texas: Word Books, 1980. 200 pp. $11.95. 
This is the fourth volume in the Theta series and fully maintains 
the high standard of the earlier books. The author has a solid 
background of research and teaching in London, and has been 
welcomed in Canada and the United States as a competent 
interpreter of the Bible and theology. Throughout this book he is the 
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true theologian who has the grammarian's preparation. 
The outline and contents preview anticipate strength and 
maturity. Colossians is unveiled with doctrinal, polemical, personal 
and practical exposition. Likewise Philemon is shown in its detail 
verse by verse to be a tract for the times, and the f oregleam of 
redemptive transformation in world society. 
We are not disappointed when sampling the many areas of truth 
discussed by the commentator. Gnosticism is given full inquiry and 
when the interpretations are weighed, there emerge rich hermeneutics 
concerning the person and work of our Lord. The themes of pre-
eminence, creation and redemption, fullness and cosmic significance 
are treated admirably. Paul's prayer for the church is rich in exegesis, 
as are other details. Utilizing various translations and exegeting from 
the Greek text, McDonald shows both skill and insight in focusing 
upon the major issues of these books. 
Beginning always with the verse by verse arrangement, there is 
careful exegesis followed by meticulous exposition. Doctrines are 
declared with practical aim and rounded off by homiletical 
suggestion. All this is to say to the busy pastor and theological 
student that here is a rich treasury of truth suggesting, challenging, 
pro bing, searching. Our age faces heresies similar to those of 
Colossae. 
McDonald may not be the mature Bishop J.B. Lightfoot of 
another generation, or an Alexander McLaren, but he combines the 
grammarian's skill of the former with the preaching insight of the 
latter. In a word, this book, as relevant commentary, is outstanding 
in its special service to those who teach and preach. 
Ralph G. Turnbull 
Professor of Religion in Residence 
Warner Pacific College 
Portland, Oregon 
Piety and the Princeton Theologians: Archibald Alexander, Charles 
Hodge, Benjamin Warfield, by W. Andrew Hoffecker. Grand 
Rapids: Baker Book House, 1981. 167 pp. paperback, $5.95. 
Historians of Christian doctrine identify "Princeton theology" as 
the attempt on the part of Calvinist theologians to maintain 
Calvinistic theology and experience in America during the 
19th century and the opening decades of the 20th century. Principle 
among the spokesmen for Princeton theology were Archibald 
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Alexander (a pastor), Charles Hodge (a theologian), and Benjamin 
B. Warfield (an apologist). 
It is not always realized that these champions of Calvinistic 
orthodoxy were very much interested in religious experience. This 
book maintains that the subject of religious experience was as 
integral to the writings of the Princetonian theologians as were 
strictly doctrinal issues. The author, professor of religion at Grove 
City College, maintains that religious experience is as important for 
understanding Princeton theology as any theological topic. 
Hoffecker laments what he perceives to be a serious neglect of the 
study of the personal piety of these men. He seeks to correct the false 
impression that Alexander, Hodge, and Warfield allowed a stress on 
doctrine to eclipse the subject of religious experience and that they 
effected an artificial compartmentalization of their beliefs and 
personal religious experiences. The author insists that their intention 
was to maintain a balance between the intellectual and the affective 
elements in the Christian faith. 
The author's task is complicated by the fact that it was a common 
tendency of the Princeton men to maintain a reticence to talk about 
their religious experiences. Yet, the biographies and extant journals 
of Alexander and Hodge provide invaluable material on the 
experiential aspect of their lives. In the case of Warfield no known 
biographies, diaries, or journals exist. Still, as in the case with 
Alexander and Hodge, some helpful material from outside sources 
witness to the general character of Warfield's religious experience. 
It seems that the Princeton theology of religious experience 
resulted from a reaction to two approaches which erred in opposite 
directions: On the one hand, Princeton theology rejected a stress 
solely on the role that the cognitive powers play in the act of faith. 
Princeton theology alleged that those who over-stressed intellectual 
assent failed to make proper place for the subjective state of the 
believing individual. (Deism, speculative philosophy, Roman 
Catholicism, and some Presbyterians fell into this trap.) On the other 
hand, Princeton theology rejected the subjectivism of those who 
depreciated objective content of the gospel. These persons, it is 
alleged, failed to make room for the use of the mind in apprehending 
the foundations of Christian experience. (The revivalists, Schleier-
macher, the Quakers, and certain mystics are cited.) The Princeton 
theologians sought a via media between these two extremes. 
The apparent agreement between Alexander, Hodge, and 
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Warfield stands out as remarkable when one remembers the radical 
shifts on the American theological scene between 1812 (when 
Alexander assumed his professorship at Princeton) and 1912 (when 
Warfield died). Hoffecker has written a splendid study of the motif of 
religious experience in Princeton theology. He shows Alexander, 
Hodge, and Warfield as classic representatives of those who 
balanced the doctrinal orthodoxy of Calvinism and practical piety, 
avoiding the extremes of lifeless orthodoxy and vacant mysticism. 
Kenneth Cain Kinghorn 
Professor of Church History 
Asbury Theological Seminary 
Heirs Together, by Patricia Gundry. Grand Rapids: Zondervan 
Publishing House, 1980. 192 pp. 
Patricia Gundry writes from the conviction that "the Bible does 
not give us rigid rules for marriage or rules we must copy" in the 
20th century marriage, but rather presents "principles applicable to 
all relationships, including marriage" (p. 22), and from it presents 
"equal marriage" as the model of marriage relationships most 
compatible with this principle. 
The most obvious strengths of Mrs. Gundry's work are its clear 
attempts to establish a credible biblical basis for equal marriage and 
to help the reader understand the roots of contemporary views of 
marriage in the Church. A sizeable portion of the book is devoted to 
these two tasks. Mrs. Gundry devotes an entire chapter (5) to a 
helpful review of sound principles of interpretation and to a survey of 
the historical development of contemporary views of marriage. 
Sound exegesis of crucial passages (e.g., Genesis 2:20-24, Ephesians 
5:21 ff., I Timothy 2: 11-15 and 5: 14, Titus 2:3-5, I Peter 3: 1-7) and of 
themes (e.g., headship) are presented. These undergird her 
treatments of key issues such as home leadership and work roles. 
Further assets of this book are its candid biographical stance and its 
forthright approach to hard questions to be faced by anyone 
attempting to enter or live out equalitarian marriage. 
The weaknesses of the work are generally those of any 
popularization. The summaries of ancient marriage customs, the 
status of women in the ancient world, and of the development of 
traditional views of marriage suffer from brevity and at times from 
the appearance of slightly "loaded" source selection. Mrs. Gundry is 
not a specialist in ancient literature and is heavily dependent upon 
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secondary sources for her estimate of these matters which are critical 
to her view. But on the whole the work is helpful and well worth 
careful reading. Scripture and topic indices enhance the usability of 
the work. 
David L. Thompson 
Associate Professor of Biblical Literature 
Asbury Theological Seminary 
The Holy Spirit: Friend and Counselor, by Milton S. Agnew. Kansas 
City: Beacon Hill Press, 1980. 138 pp. 
This paperback study by Colonel Agnew, former principal of the 
Salvation Army School for Officers Training, New York City, has 
added to his earlier books this very useful study of an important 
doctrine. After dealing with the doctrine of God and Jesus Christ, 
this author deals with the person and work of the Holy Spirit. He 
then focuses on "charismatic renewal" in a sympathetic and yet 
critical manner. By constant reference to the Scripture he shows the 
strengths and weaknesses of this movement. He concludes that 
current glossolalia is not the speaking of other languages, as reported 
in the Book of Acts, and that the glossolalia in the Book of 
Corinthians is not in unknown languages but in unintelligible sounds 
akin to pagan oracles with which the Corinthian people were 
certainly acquainted. His treatment of this subject is very relevant 
and judicious. 
He turns his attention to the baptism of the Holy Spirit, quite 
aware that there are some today who insist that this is an experience 
which all Christians have at conversion. He points out, on the basis 
of Scripture, that this baptism of the Holy Spirit is distinct from 
being born of the Spirit and is given to those who are believers. He 
equates the baptism of the Holy Spirit with Wesleyan doctrine, the 
second work of grace which involves cleansing from indwelling sin 
and power for effective witness. He then turns to the interaction 
between the human spirit and the Divine Spirit in a very practical 
way. Colonel Agnew's wide experience, not only with the Salvation 
Army, but with other Christian groups in several continents of the 
globe, gives his insights a maturity which makes this volume not only 
readable but extremely useful. It is well worth your time. 
George A. Turner 
Professor of Biblical Literture, Emeritus 
Asbury Theological Seminary 
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True Prayer, An Invitation to Christian Spirituality, by Kenneth 
Leech. New York: Harper & Row. 
The author is a graduate of King's College, London and Trinity 
College, Oxford. Now he serves as Rector of St. Matthew's, Bethnal 
Green. 
The author says prayer is a sharing in the divine nature. He quotes 
St. Gregory of Sinai: "Prayer is God." 
One of his best insights is that, "Prayer is the interiorizing of the 
Incarnation." 
He refers to Julian of Norwich in the 14th century as one of the first 
female theologians. She affirmed the mother nature in Jesus. She 
says that, "He is truly a Mother as He is a Father, for we owe our 
being to Him and this is the essence of motherhood." 
In the chapter on "Prayer and Holiness" we find evangelical 
strength. Leech sees holiness coming through the Old Testament and 
the New. He affirms that, "Christians are colled to holiness in life. 
But holiness is not the same as perfection. There is certainly progress 
in holiness." 
The writer helps us see that in prayer, "God is nearer to us in our 
own soul, He is the ground in which it stands." 
Dr. Leech believes healing is an important aspect of prayer and a 
spiritual gift. He further challenges our best thinking when he puts 
prayer and politics together with deep spiritual discernment. 
The triumphant chapter at the close is on "Prayer and Progress." 
He affirms that true Christian prayer is the prayer of the entire Body 
of Christ. 
This book very favorably compares with the most thought-
provoking prayer volumes produced in the 20th century. 
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